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We’re on a mission to help Small Businesses
Free Up Their TIme & Increase Their Sales
& We Are Dedicated To Helping You
Become One Of Them!
Together We Will:
Drive More Engagement
Produce Content That Commands
Write Ads That Generate Clicks, ...
and Become The BUZZ-WORD in your Niche
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Intro.....
If you’re not active on LinkedIn, you’re missing
80% of decision makers....
That's right.....
Fact: Over 610 Billion People Use LinkedIn
Mind Blown Right?
40% of LinkedIn Users Are Active Daily!
>>> LinkedIn Polled Its Users & Found That 80%
of All Users Consider Professional Networking
Important To Their Company's Success
With all of these users on LinkedIn you have to be
asking yourself.....how can I leverage LinkedIn for
MY Business????
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Well, for starters you need to separate yourself from the fact that
BEING ON LINKEDIN...and using LinkedIn to Leverage your
business means two different things!
Reasons You Should Be Using LinkedIn:
If you’re in business, someone who is unsure about
you, WILL CHECK YOU OUT
Get found and get a job
Reach beyond your regular network and find
distributors, partners and providers
Getting Peer Support Within Your Industry
Brand Promotion & Identity
Networking
Wealth of Industry Knowledge
GENERATE NEW LEADS
Strut Your Authority
As you get started with LinkedIn you need to remember that
industry, pier & consumer eyes are on you.
...& you represent your business.
It is crucial to have an optimized profile and your company
page needs to be UP TO SNUFF.
USE THESE NEXT STEPS TO start building quality connections
that generate money & exposure for your business.
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Step 1:
Current Profile Photo
(30 Seconds To Upload New Photo)
1. Your photo should take up 60% of the frame
2. Make sure you have a good clear photo
3. Image should be clean & relatable to your
TARGET AUDIENCE
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Step 2:
Relevant Cover Photo
(1 Minute)
1. Don't have one....be sure to Add one!
2. Make sure your photo shows visitors exactly
what you do.
3. Check your pic on mobile after you add it, to
ensure that it does not cut off.
4. Add your logo for Brand Exposure &
Recognition.
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Step 3:
Headline
1. Use all of the real estate (120 character limit)
2. Don’t just put your job title
3. Examples: “Looking to double the size of
1,000,000 small businesses,” “Forbes Top 10
B2B Sales Person,” “On A Mission To Close
The Digital Knowledge Gap”

Step 4:
Contact Info
1. Add your personal/company website
2. Add your “professional” email address (the
one you would like prospective clients,
employers, and business partners to reach
you)
3. Birthday (important: you want to show up in
all of your contacts notifications at least once a
year)
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Step 5:
Summary
1. Start with your mission statement. (ensure
that it is in alignment with your company profile
statement.
2. Capitalize on the Character Limit (2,000) to
connect with your viewers.
3. Be sure to use a narrative format to write
your summary.
4. Inject personality and optimize for SEO
(industry specific words matter)
5. Add photos, pdf's and videos that
communicate that you are accredited in your
field as mentioned in your summary
6. End with a clear call to action
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Example Summary
I'm on a mission to overcome the stigma that your customers are NOT ON SOCIAL MEDIA.
When I was a kid I was getting notes on my report cards that I was WAYYY to social. I was
always planning what big event would take place at recess or at my birthday party.
I would get everyone so excited by lunchtime that my teachers would call me in to have a chat
about keeping the buzz out of the classroom.
Somehow this translated into real life social buzz as I have always been a natural connector,
detailing the BEST NEW THING in whatever BUZZ I was putting out there. (and yes...that was
even before social media was a thing.....)
Today I use websites, blogs, social media, podcasts and videos to attract, engage & sell
products & services.
I am the lucky one. I absolutely love the challenge of getting traction for a brand and watching
them scale. Cliche I know!
But I am a girl that knows what I want to accomplish....(and I have a proven track record to back
it up...)
The art of storytelling in your marketing message is more important than EVER before in the
history of marketing, because let's face it..... it is hard to stand out in this digital age.
Ready to create the BUZZ your business needs?
It is time to help Small Businesses stand out. They don't have to have the budget of the
corporate beast. Lets leverage your BUZZ. Who's With Me?
#socialmedia #marketing #brand
What do you get when you cross a former Director of Sales with an Infusionsoft Certified
Partner?
An experienced Digital Marketing Executive that is lighting the marketing world on fire.
Not to mention, skilled in Sales, Customer Service Development, and Team Building.
Specialties Include: Business messaging & brand positioning, market research, competitive
analysis, product and service launches, media, analyst and blogger relations, communications
strategy, planning and execution, project management, and culture builder.
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Where do you go from here?
Be sure to go to your LinkedIn Profile and cross off all of these action steps.
You already did it????? Great Job you are a total ROCK STAR!!!
Hey, Now That You are Lookin' Like A LinkedIn Celebrity, it is time to find out exactly how
you use your LinkedIn profile to start getting results!
Ya' know...we get it. You are a busy running your business and you are not a full time
marketing machine!
But...that doesn't mean you shouldn't have the opportunity to take full advantage of this
amazing social media platform and start using it today TO SCALE YOUR BUSINESS.
Remember, there are over 610,000,000,000 LinkedIn users that you can use to scale your
business, grow your career and get amazing BRAND acknowledgment with.
If you want to learn exactly how to scale and grow using LinkedIn it is time for you to learn
one-to-one instead of clicking some crazy ad that promises to send you to a webinar that
will pitch you a WHOLE LOT OF NOTHING....simply schedule a Free LinkedIn
GROWTH Call with our team Expert.
CLICK HERE To Learn the following:
1. A simple growth hack that will get you new leads every single day. (without spending a
cent)
2. How to leverage your LinkedIn contacts using a simple Facebook Ad
3. I will give you the exact message I have used to convert 9 out of 10 Connections
4. How to automate your conversations so you can spend more time doing what you love.
During your FREE CALL with social media expert Kristy Andreadakis, you will not be
required to sign up for services or products that you don't want or need. This is a pitch free
call.
WHY? Because that is the LinkedIn Way! Kristy is fully dedicated in her journey to help
over 10,000 small businesses leverage the power of social media.---& that's it.
CLICK HERE FOR YOUR FREE LINKEDIN GROWTH CALL
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